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Solar Innovations, Inc. Celebrates its Tenth Anniversary

Solar Innovations, Inc. a custom manufacturer of residential and commercial greenhouses, conservatories,
sunrooms, skylights, folding and sliding glass doors, walls, windows, and screens, celebrates its tenth
anniversary.

May 2, 2008 - PRLog -- Myerstown, PA April 25, 2008 -- Solar Innovations, Inc., a custom manufacturer
of residential and commercial greenhouses, conservatories, sunrooms, skylights, folding and sliding glass
doors, walls, windows, and screens, celebrates its tenth anniversary.

This multimillion dollar organization can trace its history back to the early 1950’s and Everlite
Greenhouses.  After Everlite was purchased in the 1980’s by a Maryland sunroom manufacturer it was
divided and sold to several different entities which began manufacturing sunrooms. 

One of the new manufacturers moved York, PA and proceeded to manufacture wood and aluminum
products until 1997. In the face of strong competition and varying business conditions Greg Header, Solar’s
current president, was hired as a consultant to evaluate the company’s financial situation.  He quickly
learned about the industry and realized that immediate action was required to create a sustainable company.
 The company underwent a re-organization, and on April 15, 1998, Solar Innovations, Inc. was formed.
 Greg became the President and Darren Coder was named Vice President. 

Greg, Darren, and several dedicated employees, began to create the most innovative, successful, and
diversified custom glazed structures manufactured in the country. By listening to its customers and
delivering what they wanted, a complete line of products and accessories was created to allow Solar
Innovations™ the ability to control quality and lead times.

Solar Innovations, Inc. continues to expand and introduce new products including Tilt-n-Turn Windows
and Doors, Tilt-n-Slide Windows and Doors, Double Hung Windows, and the Hung, Pocketing, Sliding
Glass Wall system thus far in 2008.  The company bases all decisions on what is best for the customers,
employees, and itself.  The Solar Team, which has grown to include over 90 employees, will continue to
forge its path into the future by living out this philosophy and continuing to promote a spirit of unity and
teamwork.

After the anniversary celebration, cakes, and congratulations, Solar Innovations, Inc.’s president, Greg
Header, delivered a thought on Solar’s success. “This company is only limited by our ability to continually
develop and build the team, and our ability to make doing business with us easier both internally and
externally.  Maintaining the level of drive and focus that we have developed over the last 10 years will be
crucial to our continued success.”

For more information on Solar Innovations’ products or their ten year history, please contact the
marketing department at skylight@solarinnovations.com or call 800-618-0669.

# # #

Experience the natural beauty of the outdoors through all four seasons from the interior of your Solar
Innovations enclosure. Our commitment is to design, develop, and manufacture the best
environmentally-specific glass enclosures.  All of our structures have both commercial and residential
applications, and are custom designed and manufactured to meet your needs. Whether you are a
homeowner, builder, or architect, we are ready to meet and exceed your expectations.
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Website: solarinnovations.com

--- End ---
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